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SUMMARY
We present an extension of the regional full-waveform inversion method to image seismic
anisotropy in the lithosphere and asthenosphere from teleseismic P and S waveforms. The
models are parameterized in terms of density and the 21 elastic coefficients of the fourth-order
elasticity tensor. The inversion method makes no a priori assumptions on the symmetry class
or on the orientation of the symmetry axes. Instead, the elasticity tensors in the final models are
decomposed with the projection method of Browaeys & Chevrot (2004). This method allows
us to determine the orientation of the symmetry axes and extract the contributions of each sym-
metry class, e.g. hexagonal symmetry. From simple synthetic experiments, we demonstrate that
our full-waveform inversion method is able to image complex three-dimensional anisotropic
structures. In particular, the method is able to almost perfectly recover layered anisotropic
models which produce very small apparent shear-wave splitting, an extremely challenging
case. We attribute this success to the joint exploitation of both P and S teleseismic waves, which
constrain different parts of the elasticity tensor. Another key ingredient is the preconditioning
of the gradient with an approximate inverse Hessian computed with scattering integrals. The
inverse Hessian is crucial to correct for the effects of the uneven (mostly vertical) illumination
of teleseismic acquisitions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When mantle deforms, its most abundant constituent, olivine, develops lattice-preferred orien-
tations. The crystallographic a axes of olivine minerals tend to align along the shear direction,
producing fabrics that have strong effects on the propagation of seismic waves. This important
property of deformed olivine aggregates has been recognized for a long time, and since the pio-
neering study of azimuthal anisotropy in the Pacific by Raitt et al. (1969), published half a century
ago, a vast literature has been accumulated on this topic.
Seismic anisotropy can be studied with a variety of seismic phases, but by far the most popular
are Rayleigh waves and SKS waves. Indeed, tomographic studies of azimuthal anisotropy from the
variations of the phase velocity of Rayleigh as a function of propagation direction at both global
(e.g. Debayle et al. 2005; Beghein et al. 2006; Marone & Romanowicz 2007) and regional scale
(e.g. Endrun et al. 2011; Schaeffer et al. 2016) provide valuable constraints on the large-scale
patterns of seismic anisotropy. However, such studies suffer from a limited vertical resolution and
a poor lateral resolution (from several hundreds to several thousands of kilometers). While surface
waves may provide valuable constraints on large-scale anisotropic structures under oceanic plates,
which are related to sea-floor spreading and present-day plate motion (e.g. Wolfe & Silver 1998),
imaging the complex anisotropy for example in subduction zones or beneath continental orogens
remains challenging with this approach. Splitting of SKS waves has been also extensively used
to characterize apparent seismic anisotropy in different tectonic environment (e.g. Savage 1999;
Fouch & Rondenay 2006; Silver 1996). However, owing to their quasi vertical incidence, these
waves suffer from a poor vertical resolution.
To overcome this problem a tomographic method relying on finite-frequency effects on a new
seismic observable, the so-called ”splitting intensity” (Chevrot 2000), was developed (Chevrot
2006). This approach was tested on a large dataset of SKS records from the Southern California
network (Monteiller & Chevrot 2011), providing the first 3D model of seismic anisotropy beneath
the San-Andreas Fault system. Another study performed on a similar dataset (Lin et al. 2014),
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which computed sensitivity kernels by normal mode summation (Zhao & Chevrot 2011) instead
of the semi-analytical approach introduced by Favier et al. (2004), obtained a model with signif-
icant differences, especially regarding the depth distribution of seismic anisotropy. An important
limitation of these early tomographic studies is that they relied on a seismic observable, the split-
ting intensity, which quantifies the difference in phase delays between the two quasi shear waves
that have orthogonal polarization directions. In other words, even if they properly accounted for
finite-frequency effects, they still suffered from the well-known limitations of regional travel-time
tomography. In addition, since they only considered shear-wave splitting information, they only
provided (uncomplete) information on shear-wave anisotropy since only a small fraction of the
complete fourth-order elasticity tensor could be retrieved. For example, splitting intensity tomog-
raphy only constrains the direction of the fast axis projection on the horizontal plane, and has very
little sensitivity to its dip (Chevrot & Van Der Hilst 2003), and is also not sensitive to compres-
sional wave anisotropy (Chevrot 2006).
In principle, full waveform inversion (FWI) has the potential to dramatically improve the res-
olution of tomographic images (Tarantola 1984), with a theoretical resolution limit of the order
of the wavelength (e.g. Virieux & Operto 2009). This improved resolution potential stems from
the exploitation of the amplitude and phase of the main seismic phases, but also, in the case of
lithosphere imaging, from the contribution of later arrivals that are reflected and/or converted on
the main seismic interfaces, such as the Moho (Bostock et al. 2001; Monteiller et al. 2015; Beller
et al. 2018a). In the last few years, modelling of teleseismic wave propagation in 3D regional
models has become tractable, thanks to the development of new hybrid numerical approaches
(Roecker et al. 2010; Monteiller et al. 2013; Tong et al. 2014a; Beller et al. 2018b). The principle
of these hybrid methods is to compute the incident teleseismic wavefield in a reference 1D Earth
model, and to inject this wavefield inside a regional spectral-element grid (Komatitsch & Tromp
1999). The incident wavefield can be computed with different techniques such as the direct solu-
tion method (Monteiller et al. 2013), AxiSEM (Nissen-Meyer et al. 2014; Beller et al. 2018b) or a
frequency-wavenumber method (Tong et al. 2014b). The first applications of FWI on teleseismic
P wave records in the Pyrenees (Wang et al. 2016) and the Alps (Beller et al. 2018b) provided
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images of lithospheric structures with unprecedented resolution, opening important perspectives
for the study of the deep architecture of continental orogens. The motivation of the present study
is to extend this FWI approach, which was so far limited to the purely isotropic case, to the gen-
eral anisotropic case. Our main purpose is to demonstrate that the same gap can be expected for
imaging seismic anisotropy than the one already achieved in regional isotropic tomography.
The paper is organized as follows. We first present the theoretical aspects of full-waveform
inversion for anisotropic media, with a particular emphasis on the problem of anisotropy parame-
terization. We present the additional ingredients that were included to FWI. First, we now consider
S and SKS waveforms into the inversion, in addition to teleseismic P waves. The idea is to get im-
proved sensitivity to a large number of coefficients of the elasticity tensor, exploiting in particular
shear wave splitting and mode conversions (P-to-S and S-to-P). Our choice to keep the 21 stiffness
coefficients is motivated by the necessity to make no a priori assumption regarding the symmetry
class of the medium or the orientation of its symmetry axes. These informations are retrieved from
the decomposition of the elasticity tensors obtained at each node of the tomographic grid, follow-
ing the approach by Browaeys & Chevrot (2004). Second, we compute an approximate inverse
Hessian with the Born approximation to initialize the l-BFGS iterative algorithm. This turns to be
crucial to equalize the sensitivity to the different elastic parameters. Otherwise, the inversion only
updates the parameters that describe the vertical propagation of P and S waves. In other words,
the Hessian allows us to deconvolve the results of the inversion from the uneven anisotropic im-
print of teleseismic acquisitions. We designed different synthetic experiments to demonstrate that
this approach allows us to retrieve both the intrinsic anisotropic parameters and the orientation
of the symmetry axes of an hexagonal anisotropic medium from FWI of teleseismic P, SV, and
SKS records. An important conclusion of these synthetic tests is the demonstration that with this
approach we can constrain both the dip of the symmetry axis and the stratification of seismic
anisotropy.
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2 ANISOTROPIC FULL-WAVEFORM INVERSION
2.1 Full-waveform inversion
Let us define the waveform least-square misfit function C(m) as the sample-to-sample difference
between the recorded seismic traces ds(xr, t) and their synthetic counterparts us(xr, t;m) com-
puted for a given Earth modelm (Tarantola 1984):
C(m) =
1
2
∑
s
∑
r
∫ T
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣us(xr, t;m)− ds(xr, t)∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
dt, (1)
where subscripts r and s indicate summation over receivers and sources respectively. The problem
consists in finding the modelm∗ that minimizes the objective function (1):
m
∗ = argmin
m
C(m). (2)
This problem is commonly recast as a local optimization problem by linearizing equation (1)
around a starting modelmk to determine an updated model
mk+1 = mk +∆mk (3)
that decreases the misfit function. To second order, the model perturbation ∆mk can be derived
from the normal equations (Virieux & Operto 2009; Nocedal & Wright 2006) and is given by
∆mk = −αkH
−1(mk)G(mk), (4)
with G andH respectively the gradient (first order derivative) and Hessian (second order derivative)
of the misfit function with respect to model parametersm, and α a step length. The Newton step (4)
is solved using l-BFGS (Nocedal 1980; Me´tivier & Brossier 2016), a quasi-Newton optimization
algorithm that estimates iteratively the action of the inverse Hessian onto the gradient with a line-
search algorithm based on Wolfe’s conditions (Wolfe 1969).
2.2 Gradient computation
Formally, G(m) the gradient of the misfit function in (4) is given by
G =
δC
δm
(5)
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where δC the variation of the misfit function is (Tromp et al. 2005; Plessix 2006; Fichtner et al.
2006; Liu & Tromp 2006)
δC =
∑
s,r
∫ T
0
δus(xr, t;m) [us(xr, t;m)− ds(xr, t)] dt. (6)
In the latter equation, the perturbation of the misfit function relies explicitly on the computation
of the Fre´chet derivatives δus(xr, t;m). However, instead of forming them explicitly, the gradient
can be efficiently computed with the adjoint state method (Tarantola 1984; Tromp et al. 2005;
Plessix 2006; Fichtner et al. 2006) with two simulations per source only. The first simulation aims
at computing the forward wavefield u by solving the equations of elastodynamics:
ρ(x)∂2t u(x, t)−∇ · [c(x) : ∇u(x, t)] = f(xs, t)
s.t. u(x, t = 0) = 0. (7)
The second simulation aims at determining the adjoint wavefield u†, given by
ρ(x)∂2t u
†(x, t)−∇ · [c(x) : ∇u†(x, t)] = f †(xr, t)
s.t. u†(x, t = T ) = 0, (8)
which is equivalent to the previous problem except that the adjoint sources f † correspond to the
time-reversed data residuals injected at receiver locations.
Once equations (7) and (8) are solved, the gradient is formed by the zero-lag correlation of the
forward and adjoint wavefields. In an arbitrary triclinic elastic medium, the gradient with respect to
density is obtained by cross-correlating the acceleration of the forward wavefield with the adjoint
displacement:
δCρ =
∑
s
∫
t
∫
V
u†i (x, t)δρ(x)∂
2
t ui(x, t) dx
3dt. (9)
The gradients with respect to stiffness tensor moduli are obtained by correlating the state ǫ and
adjoint ǫ† strain tensors:
δCc =
∑
s
∫
t
∫
V
ǫ†ij(x, t)δcijkl(x)ǫkl(x, t) dx
3dt. (10)
For the particular case of elastic isotropy, the elasticity tensor can be described with only two
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independent parameters
cijkl = λδijδkl + µ(δikδjl + δilδjk), (11)
where λ is the first Lame´ parameter and µ the shear modulus. Inserting (11) into equation (10) we
obtain the gradients with respect to isotropic parameters:
δCλ =
∑
s
∫
t
∫
V
δλ(x)ǫ†ii(x, t)ǫjj(x, t) dx
3dt, (12)
and
δCµ =
∑
s
∫
t
∫
V
δµ(x)2ǫ†ij(x, t)ǫij(x, t) dx
3dt. (13)
2.3 Diagonal Hessian preconditioning
To perform FWI, we solve the normal equations (4) with an l-BFGS quasi-Newton approach which
implicitly accounts for the action of the inverse Hessian onto the gradient to determine the best
search direction. The role of the Hessian is crucial in FWI (Pratt et al. 1998; Virieux & Operto
2009; Pan et al. 2016). From a pure optimization point of view, the Hessian improves the conver-
gence rate of the algorithm by accounting for the local curvature of the misfit function. Physically,
the linear part of the Hessian can be seen as a deconvolution operator which corrects the gradi-
ent from limited bandwidth effects related to the source-receiver acquisition (limited wavenumber
illumination and geometrical spreading), rescales the gradients to parameters dimensionality and
reduces inter-parameter coupling. The non-linear part of the Hessian mostly accounts for double
scattering effects (Pratt et al. 1998).
While the l-BFGS algorithm approximates the inverse of the true Hessian locally, its first iterate
rely solely on a steepest descent step, hence possibly driving the solution toward a local attraction
basin. Furthermore, the algorithm requires a good initial approximation of the inverse HessianHo
(Nocedal &Wright 2006, p. 140). Provided that the Hessian possesses a dominantly band-diagonal
structure, a relevant choice forHo is the inverse of the diagonal terms of the Gauss-Newton Hessian
(Jin et al. 1992; Alkhalifah & Plessix 2014). These terms correspond to the autocorrelation of the
Fre´chet derivatives which can be evaluated via a scattering integral method (e.g. Chen et al. 2007).
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These Fre´chet derivatives are given by:
J = δusi (xr, t) = −
∫
T
∫
Ω
∫ +∞
−∞
(Kρ +Kc) dτdx
3dt, (14)
with
Kρ = δρ (x)Gik (xr, t;x, t− τ) ∂
2
τu
s
k (x, τ) (15)
and
Kc = −∂kGin (xr, t;x, t− τ) δcknml (x) ∂mu
s
l (x, τ) (16)
where i corresponds to the receiver component index,Gik (xr, t;x, t− τ) the receiver Green func-
tions and usk (x, τ) the incident source wavefield. Computing J from (14) requires a number of
forward modeling simulations given by the number of receiver components times the number of
sources. After convolution, the diagonal preconditionner Ho is evaluated by taking the inverse of
the sum of squares of J at each parameter location:
Ho = diag(J
t
J+ ζ)−1, (17)
where ζ is a small regularization term introduced to stabilize the inversion. To overcome the com-
putational burden of solving equation (14) numerically, we consider an approximation of J ob-
tained by taking the asymptotic forms of Green’s functions inside an homogeneous half-space in
the high-frequency limit (Jin et al. 1992).
3 SEISMIC ANISOTROPY PARAMETERIZATION
3.1 Problem statement
The number of intrinsic and independent parameters characterizing a given symmetry class must
not be confused with the number of non-zero coefficients embedded in the 21 components of
the elasticity tensor arising from its expression in the Cartesian coordinate system (Babuska &
Cara 1991). In the highest symmetry class, i.e. isotropy, the elastic tensor possesses only two
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independent parameters λ and µ which are related to isotropic P and S wave velocities by:
vP =
√
λ+ 2µ
ρ
=
√
κ+ 4
3
µ
ρ
, (18)
vS =
√
µ
ρ
, (19)
with κ the Bulk modulus. The isotropic tensor defined by a (ρ,vP ,vS) = (3 g/cm
3, 7 km/s, 4 km/s)
presents 9 non-zero components and is expressed as
Ciso=


147 51 51 0 0 0
51 147 51 0 0 0
51 51 147 0 0 0
0 0 0 48 0 0
0 0 0 0 48 0
0 0 0 0 0 48


(20)
with units expressed in GPa from now on. Furthermore, because isotropic tensors are rotationally
invariants, the non-zero components are also independent from the orientation of the tensor.
In contrast, elasticity tensors of lower symmetry classes (e.g. hexagonal or orthorhombic) do
depend on the orientation of the natural tensor coordinate system. As an example, let us consider
a simple hexagonal tensor (or transverse isotropic tensor) fully described by 5 independent elastic
parameters and two angles characterizing the orientation of the symmetry axis itself orthogonal
to the isotropy plane. We define this tensor by considering weak anisotropy using Thomsen’s
parameters (Thomsen 1986; Mensch & Rasolofosaon 1997) definition:
ǫ =
C11 − C33
2C33
, γ =
C66 − C44
2C44
and δ =
C13 − C33 + 2C44
C33
. (21)
By choosing reference hexagonal P and S waves velocities
VP =
√
C33
ρ
, VS =
√
C44
ρ
. (22)
equal to 7 km/s and 4 km/s, density ρ to 3 g/cm3 and Thomsen’s parameter ǫ, δ and γ to 10%, 15%
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and 5% respectively, the resulting tensor expressed in its intrinsic coordinate system is
CVTI=


117.6 31.2 28.95 0 0 0
31.2 117.6 28.95 0 0 0
28.95 28.95 147 0 0 0
0 0 0 48 0 0
0 0 0 0 48 0
0 0 0 0 0 43.2


, (23)
where the axis of symmetry has been chosen to be colinear to the vertical Cartesian axis, a con-
vention commonly referred to as Vertical Transverse Isotropy (VTI). As for the isotropic case, the
number of non-zero component in the tensor is equal to 9. Given the tensor expression as (23),
one can analyze planewave solutions for homogeneous media using Christoffel’s equations (e.g.
Babuska & Cara 1991, p. 15-16):
(Γik − c
2δik)gk = 0, (24)
with Γik = ρ
−1cijklnjnl the Christoffel matrix, ni the slowness unit vector and gi the polarization
vector. Consider a vertical propagation along the vertical symmetry axis, equation (24) leads to
three solutions: a P-wave propagating at 7 km/s (blue) and two S-wave propagating at 4 km/s
(red). However, when the symmetry axis is coplanar to the horizontal, also referred to as Horizontal
Transverse Isotropy (HTI), the number of non-zero coefficients increases from 9 to 11 (25). Taking
an HTI medium with a 30 ° azimuth angle, one obtains:
CHTI=


124.02 32.19 30.45 0 0 5.72
32.19 134.08 29.69 0 0 8.08
30.45 29.69 117.6 0 0 −1.05
0 0 0 46.42 0 0
0 0 0 0 44.77 0
5.72 8.08 −1.05 0 0 51.24


(25)
Solving equation (24) for the medium defined in (25), we now obtain three different solutions: a
P-wave propagating at 6.26 km/s, and two orthogonal S-wave whose velocities vary with respect
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to the azimuth of the symmetry axis. One S-wave propagates at 3.93 km/s along the y-axis and
another at 3.86 km/s (green) along the x-axis (red). If an arbitrary symmetry is to be considered
(here with an azimuth of 30° and dip angle of 45°), also referred to as Tilted Transverse Isotropy
(TTI), the elastic tensors becomes full with 21 non-zero components (26):
CTTI=


120.41 30.88 30.91 0.06 2.80 2.29
30.88 124.18 31.78 5.03 0.76 2.88
30.91 31.78 128.62 6.02 4.21 1.19
0.06 5.03 6.02 49.67 2.85 2.79
2.80 0.76 4.21 2.85 47.59 2.95
2.29 2.88 1.19 2.79 2.95 46.41


. (26)
Thus, the number of elastic parameters depends both on the symmetry class (intrinsic anisotropy)
and on the orientation of the elasticity tensor.
Therefore, in general, the elasticity coefficients depend both on the symmetry class of the
medium and on the orientation of the principal components of the elasticity tensors. The only
exception is again the isotropic case, for which the elasticity tensor is invariant under rotation.
Different approaches have been proposed to parameterize seismic anisotropy:
• enforce the symmetry class and tensor orientation while updating intrinsic parameters as
commonly performed in exploration seismology (e.g. Gholami et al. 2013; Alkhalifah & Plessix
2014)
• enforce the symmetry class and update intrinsic parameters as well as the symmetry axis
orientation (which is highly non-linear because it involves strong non-linear products of sines and
cosines)
• update the 21 components of the elasticity tensor and deduce a posteriori intrinsic parameters
and orientation of the elastic tensor natural coordinate system (Rusmanugroho et al. 2015, 2017)
Note that in the last case, any parameterization involving the 21 coefficients can be consid-
ered. Rusmanugroho et al. (2015) chose to use the Chen & Tromp (2007) parameterization which
is commonly used in global adjoint tomography (Sieminski et al. 2007a,b, 2009). However, Rus-
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manugroho et al. (2017) showed that choosing either the Chen & Tromp (2007) or either the Voigt
parameterization gives similar results. In these studies, the 21 elasticity tensor are updated and
the orientation of hexagonal symmetry axes are estimated after inversion by considering particular
ratios of elastic moduli.
In the present study we will also follow the last strategy, that is, we blindly update the 21
Cartesian components of the elasticity tensor and determine tensor characteristics (symmetry class,
orientation and intrinsic parameters). However, instead of considering a particular pair of stiffness
coefficient as in Rusmanugroho et al. (2017), we use the complete elasticity tensor to extract this
information. This method is described in the next section.
3.2 Stiffness tensor decomposition
Although updating the 21 Cartesian components of elasticity tensors is appealing for its ease of
implementation, simplicity and for leading to a more linear behavior of the inverse problem, it
raises new concerns related to the interpretation of resulting anisotropic models. To get insights
about seismic anisotropy, we need a method able to retrieve the orientation of symmetry axes and
intrinsic anisotropic properties from a general fourth-order elasticity tensor. This problem is not
straightforward. Fedorov (1968) was the first to provide the expression of the closest isotropic
approximation of an arbitrary elasticity tensor:
κ =
c11 + c22 + c33 + 2(c23 + c13 + c12)
9
, (27)
µ =
(c11 + c22 + c33 − c23 − c13 − c12) + 3(c44 + c55 + c66)
15
. (28)
where κ and µ are the bulk and shear moduli respectively. Several authors have proposed decompo-
sition techniques for lower symmetry classes (Helbig 1995; Browaeys & Chevrot 2004; Moakher
& Norris 2006; Norris 2006). The projection method (Browaeys & Chevrot 2004) is equivalent
to performing (Voigt) angular average of phase velocities as demonstrated by Norris (2006). This
seems a natural choice in our case since we want to retrieve seismic velocities.
The decomposition strategy of Browaeys & Chevrot (2004) follows Helbig (1995) by express-
ing the fourth-order elasticity tensor as a vector in a 21-D space. The 21 basis vectors correspond
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to the 21 elementary elasticity tensors. In this space, any elasticity tensor can be decomposed as a
sum of orthogonal tensors belonging to classes of higher and higher degrees of symmetry (triclinic,
monoclinic, orthorhombic, tetragonal, hexagonal and isotropic) such that
C = Ctri +Cmon +Cort +Ctet +Chex +Ciso. (29)
Each of these orthogonal tensors belongs to a subspace of the that is independent (orthogonal)
to the others. A higher symmetry approximation is therefore obtained by projecting the original
tensor onto the corresponding subspace. Doing so, the lower symmetry part is removed and can be
expressed as the deviation vector between the original and higher symmetry class elastic vectors.
Orthogonal projectors and expressions of projection matrices to pass from one symmetry class to
another are given by Browaeys & Chevrot (2004, appendix A). Once the different symmetry parts
of a given tensor have been obtained from these orthogonal projections, it is possible to compute
their respective norms and thus the relative contribution of a given symmetry class to the full
tensor.
To apply the elastic tensor decomposition, one first needs to determine the orientation of the
3D tensor Cartesian coordinate system. Orientations of symmetry axes can be determined from
the eigenvectors of the dilatational dij = cijkk and Voigt tensors vik = cijkj which are second-
order contractions of the fourth-order elasticity tensor (Cowin & Mehrabadi 1987). For a general
anisotropic tensor, the three vectors of the Cartesian coordinate sytem are chosen as the three
bisectrix of the closest eigenvectors of the dilatational and Voigt tensors (Browaeys & Chevrot
2004).
We now provide an example of elastic tensor decomposition using the arbitrary triclinic tensor
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of Igel et al. (1995) whose Voigt representation is given by
C=


7.26 0.65 0.35 1.20 1.10 1.11
0.65 9.28 5.70 −0.21 −2.72 −1.40
0.35 5.70 9.03 −1.41 −0.24 −1.50
1.20 −0.21 −1.41 3.67 0.95 −0.58
1.10 −2.72 −0.24 0.95 3.04 1.54
1.11 −1.40 −1.50 −0.58 1.54 4.49


(30)
After decomposition, it appears that 74.16% of the tensor is isotropic and that anisotropy con-
tributes to 25.84% of the tensor’s norm. The respective symmetry contributions and tensor natural
coordinate system are given in appendix.
4 SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTS
We will now present several synthetic experiments to illustrate the potentials and pitfalls of FWI
to image seismic anisotropy in the lithosphere-asthenosphere system from records of teleseismic
P and S body waves.
4.1 FWI experimental setup
Modeling is performed using a grid-injection technique (Chevrot et al. 2004; Monteiller et al.
2013; Beller et al. 2018b) to mimic the propagation of an incident teleseismic wavefield within
a regional domain. The incident wavefield imposed on the boundaries of the grid is taken as an
incident plane-wave propagating in a semi-infinite homogeneous medium (Aki & Richards 2002).
The wavefield in the regional domain is computed with a spectral-element method (Komatitsch &
Tromp 1999) in a mesh containing 32 000 P5 hexahedral elements of 10 km size leading to a total
of 4 000 000 degrees of freedom. The overall size of the mesh is 400x400x200 km along the x, y
and z axes respectively. The duration of the simulation is 150 s with a time step of 0.05 s.
In our experiment we will consider direct P and S waves in the 30-100° epicentral distance
range and core-refracted SKS waves in the 90-140° epicentral distance range. Considering the
AK135 reference Earth model (Kennett et al. 1995), this translates to incidence angles that vary
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Figure 1. Isotropic FWI models for the isotropic inclusion test. (a.-c.) Density, P- and S-wave velocities in
the target model. (d.-f.) Same for FWI models recovered from pure isotropic FWI. (g.-i.) Fedorov isotropic
models obtained from preconditioned anisotropic FWI models.
from 13 to 27° for P-waves, from 15 to 30° for S-waves, and from 4 to 10° for SKS-waves. The
dataset is composed of P-waves with incidence angles of 15° and 25°, Sv-wave with incidence
angles of 20°, and SKS-waves with incidence angle of 7°, coming from 12 azimuths taken evenly
in the 0-330° azimuth range. These waves are recorded by 225 three-component sensors regularly
spaced every 25 km, covering a square area of 175x175 km.
Each experiment is performed starting from the same homogeneous isotropic model defined
by a density of 3 g/cm3, a P-wave velocity of 7 km/s and an S-wave velocity of 4 km/s. We tested
inversions with and without Hessian preconditioning. Note that we add a small water-level ζ to the
diagonal terms of the Hessian to stabilize its inverse.
For each target model we perform three different types of FWI. First, we apply a regular
isotropic FWI, updating for density, P- and S-wave velocities using an l-BFGS optimization al-
gorithm. Second, we apply a FWI updating for density and the 21 elastic coefficients expressed
in the local Cartesian coordinate system. Finally, we apply another anisotropic FWI this time pre-
conditioned with the inverse of the diagonal elements of the approximate Hessian. For the last
two cases we project the elasticity tensors in the final models onto their hexagonal part. At each
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Figure 2. FWI results for the isotropic inclusion test. (a.) Convergence curves for isotropic (blue),
anisotropic (orange) and preconditioned anisotropic (green) FWI. (b.) Incidence and azimuthal variation
of data residuals: from left to right residuals of vertical, radial and transverse components, from top to
bottom residuals in the initial model, final isotropic FWI model and final preconditioned anisotropic FWI
model.
iteration we keep in memory the gradients and models from four previous iterations in the l-BFGS
algorithm for the estimation of the inverse Hessian. To keep the interpretations simple and the
comparisons relevant, note that we do not include any regularization term in the cost function that
could improve the results of FWI. For the same reasons, we do not apply a hierarchical inversion
from low to high frequencies (Bunks et al. 1995; Sirgue & Pratt 2004) and invert bandpass filtered
data in a 5-20 s period band in all the synthetic tests. Convergence criteria are chosen so that the
inversions stop when the misfit attains one per mil of the initial cost function, when the line-search
algorithm fails in finding a new iterate or simply when the computation wall-time is reached i.e.
after roughly 70 iterations for isotropic FWI and 60 iterations for anisotropic FWI.
4.2 Isotropic inclusion model
Because our formulation of anisotropic FWI involves the complete set of the 21 elasticity coeffi-
cients, the model parameter space is largely increased compared to the classical isotropic formu-
lation. This naturally raises concerns on our ability to constrain the whole set of elastic parameters
from teleseismic waveforms data and on potential trade-offs between the different parameters. To
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a. b. c.
Figure 3. Map of predicted SKS-splitting measurements obtained for the target isotropic model (a.), the
corresponding isotropic FWI model (b.) and the anisotropic FWI model (c.). The black segments represent
the apparent splitting parameters, colormap and segment lengths are proportional to measured time delays
between quasi-Sv and quasi-Sh waves.
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Figure 4. Preconditioned anisotropic FWI results for the isotropic inclusion experiment: (a., b.) Dip and
azimuth angles, (c. to e.) recovered anisotropic parameters ǫ, γ and δ, (f. to h.) density and hexagonal
reference P- and S-waves velocities.
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investigate the global behavior of anisotropic FWI, we carry out a first simple synthetic experi-
ment which consists in recovering a purely isotropic target model. This model is designed as a 100
km wide isotropic cubic-shaped inclusion embedded in an isotropic homogeneous half-space. We
impose a density of 3g/cm3, and P- and S-wave velocities of 7 km/s and 4 km/s respectively in
the background model and perturbations of +10% on these parameters within the cubic inclusion
(Fig. 1a-c).
We first perform an isotropic FWI updating for density, P- and S-wave velocities. The isotropic
model obtained from this isotropic inversion is shown in figure 1d-f. As expected for a typical
teleseismic acquisition, dominated by the transmission regime, both short and long wavelengths
of P- and S-wave velocity models are nicely reconstructed. On the other hand, only the top and
bottom sides of the inclusion, thus the short wavelengths, are recovered in the density model
(Fig. 1d). This results from the choice of a velocity parameterization for which the reflections
control the density reconstruction (Tarantola 1986; Beller et al. 2018a). The overall convergence
of FWI is fast: the misfit is reduced to 1 h after 32 iterations (Fig. 2.a, blue curve).
We then perform two anisotropic FWI using l-BFGS and preconditioned l-BFGS. Compari-
son of SKS splitting predicted by the target, isotropic and anisotropic FWI models (Fig.3) shows
that neither isotropic nor anisotropic FWI models produce significant SKS splitting. As shown
in figure 2a (orange and green curves), convergence rates are slower than those corresponding to
pure isotropic FWI. The misfit reaches 5.4 h and 2.2 h after 56 and 54 iterations, respectively.
This suggests that increasing the number of degrees of freedom does not improve the final fit.
Instead, the larger dimensionality of the model space to explore impeaches the iterative algorithm
to locate the global minimum of the cost function which is mainly flat in different directions. In
short, it is easier to retrieve an isotropic model from isotropic FWI than with anisotropic FWI.
Nevertheless, the recovered anisotropic model (Fig. 4) shows a relatively good recovery of both P-
and S-wave velocities. In contrast, the density model (Fig. 4.f) is poorly retrieved. This is expected
from the radiation patterns of a density perturbation, which radiates energy equally in the forward
and backward directions (Tarantola 1986; Beller et al. 2018a). However, the scattering coefficient
is negative, because an increase of wave velocity can be achieved equally well by increasing elastic
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TTIVTI HTI
(ε,δ,γ) = (-0.1, -0.15, -0.05)  (Vp,Vs) = (7, 4) km/s ρ=3 g/cm3
(θ,φ) = (0,0) (θ,φ) = (90,35) (θ,φ) = (45,35)
Figure 5. Orientation of hexagonal fast axes for the three anisotropic inclusion models. All inclusions have
a 50 km cubic shape, with the same anisotropy parameters ǫ, δ and γ and are embedded in a homogeneous
isotropic half-space. Each inclusion differs to the orientation (dip θ and azimuth φ) of the symmetry axis.
From left to right, inclusions characterize VTI, HTI and TTI anisotropy.
parameters or decreasing density. The averaged deviations from isotropy (Fig. 4) are weak, except
along the lateral boundaries of the inclusion where the anisotropic strength reaches up to 6 % of
the norm of the elasticity tensor (Fig. 4.a,b). This suggests potential trade-offs between ρ, ǫ and
δ at intermediate angles, as already pointed out by Alkhalifah & Plessix (2014). Finally, Fedorov
averaged P and S-wave velocity models (Fig. 1.g-i) present a similar resolution to those obtained
with pure isotropic FWI but display slower P- and S-wave velocities.
4.3 Anisotropic inclusion models
In the next synthetic experiments, we seek to assess the ability of anisotropic FWI to recover the
anisotropic parameters of hexagonal symmetry (ρ, Vp, Vs, ǫ, δ, γ) as well as the azimuth φ and dip θ
of the symmetry axis, so a total of 8 independent parameters. These anisotropic inversions are also
compared to pure isotropic FWI to investigate the effects and possible biases of seismic anisotropy
in isotropic tomography. For this purpose, we consider three new synthetic target models that
all contain a 50 km cubic-shaped hexagonal inclusion located in the middle of an homogeneous
isotropic half-space at 100 km depth. Inside these anisotropic domains, the hexagonal parameters
are ǫ = -0.1, δ = -0.15, and γ = -0.05, which represent the anisotropy of a typical olivine and
pyroxene aggregate in the upper mantle (Becker et al. 2006, their equations 8 and 9). The three
models are presented in figure 5. They only differ by the orientation of the hexagonal fast symmetry
axis. In the first experiment, we consider a VTI inclusion with a vertical fast symmetry axis (θ =
0° and φ = 0°). In the second experiment, we consider an HTI inclusion with an horizontal fast
20 Beller et al.
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Figure 6. FWI results for hexagonal inclusion tests. Same as figure 2 for (a.-b.) the VTI inclusion experi-
ment, (c.-d.) the HTI inclusion experiment and (e.-f.) the TTI inclusion experiments.
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Figure 7. Map of predicted SKS-splitting measurements obtained for the target (VTI, HTI, TTI) hexagonal
inclusions models (a., d., g.), the corresponding isotropic FWI model (b., e., h.) and the anisotropic FWI
model (c., f., i.).
symmetry axis (θ = 90, φ = 35°). And finally, we consider a TTI inclusion with a tilted symmetry
axis (θ = 45° and φ = 35°).
The convergence curves and data residuals of isotropic and anisotropic FWI for the hexago-
nal anisotropy experiments are shown in figure 6. Regardless the orientation of the fast symme-
try axes (VTI, HTI, and TTI), the behaviour of FWI is always the same. In isotropic inversions
(blue curves), FWI faces difficulties to achieve a good misfit reduction. The misfit reaches 35.9%,
25.1% and 45.1% of the initial misfit after 70, 75 and 75 iterations for the VTI, HTI and TTI
cases respectively. In contrast, anisotropic FWI – with (green curves) or without (orange curves)
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preconditioning – is characterized by better convergence rates and better misfit reductions that
are one to two orders of magnitude below those of isotropic inversions. Introducing the Hessian
diagonal preconditioner in anisotropic FWI systematically improves the convergence. In the VTI
experiment (Fig. 6.a), the misfit reaches 4.53% and 6.73h of its initial value after 53 and 56
iterations for anisotropic FWI and preconditioned anisotropic FWI respectively. In the HTI exper-
iment (Fig. 6.c), the misfit reaches 7.24 % and 2.17h of its initial value after 60 and 59 iterations
for anisotropic FWI and preconditioned anisotropic FWI respectively. And in the TTI experiment
(Fig. 6.e), the misfit reaches 1.36 % and 2.89h of its initial value after 61 and 59 iterations for
anisotropic FWI and preconditioned anisotropic FWI respectively.
The data misfits in figure 6b,d,f reveal the overall effects of anisotropy on seismic waveforms
and the degree to which FWI succeeds in explaining these effects. In the VTI experiment (Fig. 6b),
initial data residuals are almost constant over the full azimuthal range. They are predominant on
the vertical and radial components and increase with incidence angles. Note that they are more
important for incident P-waves. On the other hand, in the HTI experiment (Fig. 6d), the incident
S-wave initial misfit displays strong azimuthal variations, in contrast to P-wave misfits. Specifi-
cally, we observe on the transverse component a π/2-periodic pattern while the vertical and radial
components show a π-periodic pattern. Moreover, for the TTI experiment (Fig. 6f), the P-wave
vertical and radial components also present 2π periodic azimuthal variations. Note that this 2π
periodicity also affect to some degree the azimuthal periodicity of S-waves. The data residuals
computed in the final isotropic and anisotropic models present strong differences. The most strik-
ing feature is that isotropic inversion does not succeed to explain anisotropic effects since the final
residuals still exhibit the same azimuthal variations as in the initial model. This is particularly true
for the transverse component of SKS waves in the HTI experiment (Fig. 6d) where the isotropic
inversion failed to reduce the residuals. On the other hand, anisotropic FWI succeeded to recover a
model that reproduces the effects of anisotropy since azimuthal variations are no longer observed
on the final data residuals. Furthermore, these residuals are 10 to 100 times weaker than those
obtained with isotropic FWI.
Figure 7 presents predicted SKS splitting for the hexagonal inclusion models. The VTI inclu-
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sion model (pannel a.) does not produce significant shear-wave splitting. The HTI and VTI target
models (pannels d. and g.) produce a significant and very similar shear wave splitting. Note that
models obtained from isotropic inversions (panels b. e. and h.) never reproduce observed shear-
wave splitting patterns in contrast to models obtained from anisotropic inversions (pannels c., f.
and i.). This strongly suggests that purely isotropic models cannot reproduce shear-wave splitting
effects.
Results of preconditioned anisotropic FWI are presented in figures 8 for VTI, 9 for HTI and
10 for TTI experiments. For these three experiments, the application of preconditioned anisotropic
FWI succeeds in recovering the shape of the anomaly and the amplitudes of Thomsen’s parameters
(panels c., d. and e.). The inversion also recovers the dip and azimuth angles within the anisotropic
inclusions (panels a. and b.). Although the target model only contains perturbations of anisotropic
parameters, pronounced perturbations of density and reference velocities (panels f., g. and h.) are
visible depending on the orientation of the fast symmetry axis. Indeed, while there is almost no
perturbation of these parameters in the VTI case (Fig. 8f-h), the TTI (Fig. 10f-h) and especially
the HTI cases (Fig. 9f-h) present strong artifacts, especially for density.
Results of purely isotropic inversions are presented in figure 11 and are compared with Fedorov
isotropic averages derived from anisotropic FWI models. Isotropic models resulting from isotropic
FWI present strong artifacts mostly affecting the density model (Fig. 11a. and d.), the amplitude
and shape of P and S-wave velocity anomalies (Fig. 11h). These anisotropy imprints are clearly
varying with the orientation of the symmetry axis. Interestingly, Fedorov isotropic averages re-
cover isotropic models that are less affected by artifacts than those obtained from isotropic FWI
(Fig. 11 m. to u.). These models are very close to Fedorov isotropic averages of the target models
(Fig. 11 j. to i.).
4.4 Three-block model
To determine the potential of anisotropic FWI for imaging the depth and lateral variations of
seismic anisotropy, we performed a last synthetic experiment. The target anisotropic model we
aim to recover is composed of three distinct anisotropic blocks containing homogeneous HTI
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Figure 8. Preconditioned anisotropic FWI results for the VTI target inclusion model. (a., b.) Dip and az-
imuth angles. (c. to e.) recovered anisotropic parameters ǫ, γ and δ. (f. to h.) Density and hexagonal reference
P- and S-waves velocities.
perturbations embedded in an homogeneous isotropic half-space (Fig. 12). To mimic a layered
anisotropic structure, we first introduce a 50 km high and 150 km wide block located at 125
km depth representing the asthenospheric anisotropy. Inside this layer, the intrinsic anisotropic
parameters ǫ, δ and γ are -0.1, -0.15 and -0.05 respectively, and the fast axes are oriented along the
North-South direction (θ = 0◦ and φ = 0◦). On top of this layer, we put two distinct lithospheric
anisotropic blocks. These blocks are 50 km high and 75 km wide and have their center located at
75 km depth. In the western block ǫ = -0.08, δ = -0.1 and γ = -0.03 and the fast axes are oriented
at 120◦ from North. In the eastern block, the anisotropy is the same as in the asthenospheric layer
but the fast symmetry axes are orthogonal (θ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦). This challenging test is designed
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Figure 9. Preconditioned anisotropic FWI results for the HTI target inclusion model. (a., b.) Dip and az-
imuth angles. (c. to e.) recovered anisotropic parameters ǫ, γ and δ. (f. to h.) Density and hexagonal reference
P- and S-waves velocities.
to investigate the ability of anisotropic inversions to constrain seismic anisotropy in a case where
apparent SKS splitting is very weak (see figure 13a).
Figure 14a shows the evolution of the misfit function over several iterations in the isotropic
(blue), anisotropic (orange) and preconditioned anisotropic (green) FWI. First, we note that isotropic
FWI quickly reaches a plateau after 10 iterations, with a final misfit function of about 5% of its
initial value after 72 iterations. In contrast, anisotropic FWI shows a slower convergence rate but
reaches a much smaller misfit value of 8.1h after 59 iterations. Preconditioned anisotropic FWI
gives the best misfit function reduction going down to 1.3h of the initial misfit function after
61 iterations. Data residuals (Figure 14b) presents azimuthal variations similar to those obtained
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Figure 10. Preconditioned anisotropic FWI results for the TTI target inclusion model. (a., b.) Dip and
azimuth angles. (c. to e.) recovered anisotropic parameters ǫ, γ and δ. (f. to h.) Density and hexagonal
reference P- and S-waves velocities.
for the HTI inclusion, with a 2π-periodicity that is coherent with predicted SKS splitting in the
western block.
Anisotropic FWI models obtained with the diagonal inverse Hessian preconditioner are shown
in figure 15. For comparison we also show in figure 16 the FWI anisotropic model without precon-
ditioning. When using the preconditioner (Fig. 15), anisotropic FWI perfectly retrieves the depth
and lateral variations of the fast axis directions (panels a. and b.). Intrinic anisotropic parame-
ters (panels c., d. and e.) are also well recovered except for γ which exhibits significant artifacts.
Nonetheless, the shape of the anomalies remains sufficiently close to the target model to not al-
ter the interpretation. However, hexagonal reference velocities and density models present strong
artifacts (see panels f. g. and h.).
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Figure 11. Isotropic FWI models for the hexagonal inclusions experiments. From left to right: density, P-
and S-wave velocities. (a.-i.), models resulting from pure isotropic FWI of a VTI (a.-c.), HTI (d.-f.) and TTI
(g.-i.) hexagonal inclusions. (j.-u.) Fedorov isotropic averages of hexagonal target model (j.-l.) and precon-
ditioned anisotropic FWI from (m.-o.) VTI, (p.-r.) HTI and (s.-u.) TTI hexagonal inclusion experiments.
Anisotropic FWI models obtained without preconditioning (Fig. 16) is dramatically different.
In this case, the inversion completely fails to recover the fast symmetry axis orientation (panels
a. and b.) and the depth and lateral varation of anisotropy. The recovered medium is mainly VTI
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(ε,δ,γ) = (-0.1, -0.15, -0.05)
 (Vp,Vs) = (7, 4) km/s
ρ=3 g/cm3
(ε,δ,γ) = (-0.1, -0.15, -0.05)
(ε,δ,γ) = (-0.08, -0.1, -0.03)
(θ,φ) = (90,120) (θ,φ) = (90,90)
(θ,φ) = (90,0)
Figure 12. Geometry of the three-block target model. Each block contains an HTI anisotropic perturbation
with respect to an homogeneous isotropic background model. The bottom layer is characterized by N-S fast
direction. The upper-right block displays a 90o oriented fast-axis, i.e. orthogonal to the one in the bottom
layer, and with the same amount of anisotropy. The upper-left block contains a slightly different amount of
anisotropy and has a 120o oriented fast-axis.
(panel a.) making the azimuthal orientation of the fast axis uninterpretable (panel b.). The γ param-
eter is not constrained at all and presents strong artifacts. The ǫ and δ parameters are also poorly
resolved and more importantly have opposite sign to the target model. The reference hexagonal
P-wave velocities are highly perturbed and present strong negative anomalies (panel g.) while S-
wave velocities are weakly perturbed but present visible artifacts. Again, the density is strongly
affected.
It is clear from these experiments that, despite a fairly good convergence rate, anisotropic
a. b. c.
Figure 13. Map of predicted SKS-splitting measurements obtained for the three blocks model (a.), the
corresponding isotropic FWI model (b.) and the anisotropic FWI model (c.). black segments represent the
apparent splitting parameters. Color background segment lengths are proportional to measured time delays
between quasi-Sv and quasi-Sh waves.
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Figure 14. FWI results for the three blocks synthetic tests. (a.) Convergence curves for isotropic (blue),
anisotropic (orange) and preconditioned anisotropic (green) FWI. (b.) Incidence and azimuthal variation of
data residuals: from left to right residuals of vertical, radial and transverse components, from top to bottom
residuals in the initial model, final isotropic FWI model and final preconditioned anisotropic FWI model.
FWI without preconditioner gives poor results. The diagonal Hessian preconditioner is thus a key
ingredient of anisotropic FWI.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Importance of preconditioning in FWI
Anisotropic FWI without preconditioning failed to recover the three-block target model despite
a good reduction of the misfit function, which emphasizes the importance of diagonal Hessian
preconditioner. Because we consider the 21 components of elasticity tensors for the updates of
FWI, the model parameter search space is drastically expanded compared to the isotropic case.
This expansion strongly increases the non-uniqueness of the inverse problemwith the potential risk
of obtaining a good reduction of the objective functional while converging towards an unsatisfying
model of the subsurface.
The model obtained from non-preconditioned FWI (Fig. 16) is far away from the expected
target model but we can understand the results of the inversion with simple physical arguments.
Since the target model is composed of HTI perturbations, characterized by fast horizontal sym-
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Figure 15. Vertical cross-sections in the three blocks model obtained after 61 iterations using l-BFGS with
the approximate hessian preconditionner. Recovered dip and azimuth angles (a. and b.) and reconstructed
values of Thomsen’s parameters ǫ, γ and δ (c. to e.). The three last panels (f. to h.) show density and
reference hexagonal P-wave and S-wave velocities.
metry axes, P-waves propagating at near vertical incidence mostly sample slow propagation direc-
tions. Indeed, we have seen in section 3.1 that teleseicmic P-waves are mainly sensitive to the C33
parameter. As a consequence, anisotropic FWI principally updates the C33 parameter keeping C11
and C22 parameters close to their original values in the starting model. Because of this, C33 will be
smaller thanC11 andC22 and FWI will recover an equivalent VTI medium, characterized by a slow
vertical symmetry axis. Our reference hexagonal velocities being those along the tensor symmetry
axis, in that case the vertical direction, ǫ, δ and γ become positive. This explains the strong im-
prints on the results of FWI, with strong negative perturbations of P-wave velocities (Fig. 16g), the
recovery of a vertical symmetry axis (Fig. 16a), and ǫ and δ parameters of positive sign (Fig. 16c).
The retrieval of the γ parameter is mainly controlled by the birefringence of S and SKS waves.
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Figure 16. Vertical cross-sections in the three blocks model obtained after 61 iterations using l-BFGS
without the approximate hessian preconditionner. Recovered dip and azimuth angles (a. and b.) and recon-
structed values of Thomsen’s parameters ǫ, γ and δ (c. to e.). The three last panels (f. to h.) show density
and reference hexagonal P-wave and S-wave velocities
However, in the three-block model the apparent splitting is weak, and thus seismic anisotropy is
mainly expressed on P-waves records (Fig. 14b), which explains the poor reconstruction of γ.
In contrast, when the diagonal Hessian preconditioner is used (Fig. 15) the inversion almost
perfectly recovers the target model. We recall from section 2.3 that the Hessian corrects for lim-
ited bandwidth effects of the source-receiver acquisition and mitigates the effects of partial (mostly
vertical) illumination offered by teleseismic waves. This means that for the first iterations of FWI,
application of the Hessian reduces the sensitivity to C33 and increases the sensitivity to C11 and
C22. The search direction is no longer constrained in the vicinity of an equivalent VTI medium.
The quality of the preconditioner is critical for anisotropy imaging as it removes this fast-slow
axis ambiguity resulting from the teleseismic acquisition geometry. Another benefit of this pre-
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conditioner is that it reduces the high sensitivity close to receiver locations and it helps to better
focus perturbations at depth. The action of the inverse Hessian depends on the chosen water-level
parameter ζ , which we took as the value of the Hessian at the center of the model. Increasing
ζ makes FWI enhance perturbations towards the surface, while decreasing ζ will favor perturba-
tion at depth. From our experience, FWI is not critically dependent to the water-level. This can
be explained by the iterative refinement of the inverse Hessian obtained by l-BFGS after a few
iterations. Hence, the preconditioner is important only during the first iterations, and especially in
the initial steepest descent step.
5.2 Resolution of seismic anisotropy
5.2.1 Depth resolution of anisotropy
In this section, we discuss the ability of anisotropic FWI to image depth and lateral variations of
anisotropy and compare the capabilities of FWI with respect to inferring seismic anisotropy from
SKS splitting measurements only.
Apparent SKS splitting patterns in the HTI and TTI models are extremely similar (Fig. 7). This
stems from the poor sensitivity of SKS splitting to the dip angle of fast symmetry axes (Chevrot
& Van Der Hilst 2003). In other words, from SKS splitting alone it is not possible to discriminate
tilted anisotropy from pure horizontal anisotropy. However, it is indeed possible to discriminate
between these models and properly constrain seismic anisotropy with anisotropic FWI.
The three blocks experiment (Fig. 13) emphasizes the pifalls to interpret apparent splitting
parameters observed at the surface in terms of anisotropy in the underlying medium. On the right-
hand side of the apparent splitting map, null measurements originate from the superposition of
layers with orthogonal anisotropy. On the left hand side, apparent splitting measurements presents
weak time delays of 0.5 s, that are approximately oriented with an azimuth of 170°. These patterns
simply results from averaging anisotropy along almost vertical ray paths. In this case, apparent
SKS splitting measurements would lead to erroneous interpretations. In contrast, models provided
from preconditioned anisotropic FWI capture both layering and full orientation of the anisotropy
even in the case of superposed layers of orthogonal anisotropy, a particularly challenging case
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(Fig. 15). We thus believe that our FWI method opens important perspective to characterize layer-
ing of seismic anisotropy, particularly in subduction zones, to unravel the relative contributions of
slab anisotropy to those from asthenospheric and mantle wedge flows.
To some extent, anisotropic FWI can be compared to vectorial tomography (Chevrot 2006;
Monteiller & Chevrot 2011) and adjoint tomography (Sieminski et al. 2008) based on splitting
intensity measurements (Chevrot 2000). This measurement is homogeneous to finite-frequency
traveltime measurements (Marquering et al. 1999) commonly used in adjoint tomography (Tromp
et al. 2005). The resolution improvement of anisotropic FWI compared to splitting intensity to-
mography is thus analogous to the resolution increase between full-waveform inversion and adjoint
phase tomography (Monteiller et al. 2015).
5.2.2 Fast-axis orientation retrieval and the importance of considering both P ans S waves in
the inversion
An impressive result of anisotropic FWI is its ability to constrain both the azimuth and dip angles
of anisotropy (Fig 8, 9, 10 and 15). This remarkable achievement comes from the exploitation of
both P and S teleseismic waves in our synthetic tests.
To validate this statement, let us focus on the initial residuals of FWI. First of all, these resid-
uals clearly exhibit a sensitivity to the orientation of the symmetry axis. Indeed, figure 6c shows
a clear 2π periodicity of P-wave vertical and radial component residuals when a TTI inclusion
is considered. SKS wave residuals are characterized by a π-periodicity on the vertical and radial
components, and a quasi π-periodicity on the transverse component. On the other hand, in the
HTI case (Fig. 6b), no periodicity is visible on P-wave residuals while all components of SKS
waves present a 2π-periodicity. These azimuthal variations suggest taht sensitivity to dip is mainly
carried by P-waves.
We performed a new TTI experiment by considering only incoming P-waves (Fig. 17) and
SKS-waves (Fig. 18). When only SKS waves are considered, anisotropic FWI fails to retrieve
the anisotropic parameters: only γ is recovered with a relatively poor spatial resolution. A closer
look at recovered dip and azimuth angles shows that despite the sensitivity of SKS waves to the
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azimuth of the symmetry axis, we recover a mean azimuth of 30°, and fail to recover the mean dip
of the symmetry axis. In contrast, considering only incoming P-waves allows us to recover both
the dip and azimuth angles of the fast axis. In this particular case, ǫ and δ parameters are fairly
well-recovered while the γ parameter is only partially reconstructed with strong artifacts.
This last synthetic experiment therefore gives further support to the key role played by P-waves
in the inversion. This important conclusion should be kept in mind for future applications on real
data.
5.2.3 On resolution of elastic moduli
The choice of keeping the 21 coefficients of the elasticity tensor is appealing as it greatly simplifies
the formulation of the inverse problem for arbitrary anisotropy, and leads to a quasi-linear linear
inverse problem. However, this raises the question of our ability to resolve the whole 21 elasticity
tensor components as in the general triclinic case (Ko¨hn et al. 2015), especially with a coarse tele-
seismic source-receiver acquisition (Beller et al. 2018a). To check if our approach would recover
a full triclinic tensor, we apply preconditioned anisotropic FWI to the triclinic tensor presented in
section 3.3. Results of anisotropic FWI (not shown) indicate that FWI fails to retrieve the main fea-
tures of the triclinic model. At this point it seems that it is not possible to image a triclinic medium
using only teleseismic waves. Perhaps further refinements of the technique could improve the re-
sults of FWI for triclinic media. For example, adding Sh or surface waves into the inversion would
provide additional independent information to constrain seismic anisotropy, but these extensions
are left for future studies.
In any case, the fabrics of olivine and pyroxene aggregates in the upper-mantle have a pre-
dominant hexagonal component, a comparatively small orthorhombic component and negligi-
ble lower symmetry class components (Becker et al. 2006). Therefore, we believe that our FWI
method should be sufficient to obtain robust and finely resolved images of upper-mantle seismic
anisotropy, at least in regions that are covered by dense seismic arrays.
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5.3 On the trade-off between isotropy and anisotropy
As already stressed by Bezada et al. (2016), anisotropy-induced artifacts on regional tralveltime
tomography are very common and important enough to significantly hamper the interpretation
of tomographic images. We therefore aim to discuss (1.) the potential biases induced by the ap-
plication of isotropic FWI onto data contaminated by anisotropy and (2.) the potential trade-offs
between isotropic and anisotropic parameters emerging from anisotropic inversion of isotropic
structures.
From the anisotropic inclusions experiment, we see that hexagonal anisotropy dramatically af-
fects the results of isotropic inversions. Recovered images are highly distorted (e.g. Fig. 11h), show
strong amplitude variations and important artifacts (Fig. 11a-i) on all parameters. Since the target
models only differ with respect to the orientation of the symmetry axis, it is clear that anisotropy
is responsible for these biases in the recovered images. This also demonstrates the inability of
isotropic FWI in imaging models presenting anisotropic structures and the potential pitfalls of
interpreting the results of isotropic tomographic, in particular in terms of thermal anomalies in
the upper-mantle. The projection of the anisotropic models obtained by FWI onto the isotropic
part properly recovers the Fedorov isotropic average of the target models (Fig. 11j-u). This sug-
gests that it is better to apply anisotropic FWI with projection onto the isotropic part than pure
isotropic FWI in the presence of seismic anisotropy, which we expect to be relatively ubiquitously
distributed in the lithospheric and asthenospheric mantle.
On the other hand, when considering a purely isotropic target model, pure isotropic FWI gives
better results than anisotropic FWI. Obviously, in this case, allowing anisotropic parameters to
vary unnecessary increases the dimensionality of the parameter search space,nand as can be seen
in figure 4, anisotropic FWI does not perfectly recover an isotropic model. The overall deviation
from isotropy remains weak (less than 2%) while significant anisotropy (nearly 5%) appears close
to the edges of the anisotropic anomaly. This suggests that only weak biases are introduced in
the FWI model when anisotropic inversions are performed to image purely isotropic models. The
increase of anisotropic strength on the lateral boundaries of the anisotropic anomaly is mainly
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expressed in parameters ǫ and δ. Nevertheless, the inversion still produces relatively accurate P
and S-wave models (Fig. 4) and Fedorov isotropic averages (Fig. 1).
A drawback of anisotropic FWI is that it produces strong artifacts in the density models which
result from strong apparent trade-offs with velocity models (Fig. 4g) as already discussed by Pan
et al. (2018). Since we update simultaneously density and elastic moduli, an increase of elastic
wave velocities can be obtained by either an increase of elastic moduli or a decrease of density.
Further inspection of figure 4 indicates another possible trade-off between density and Thom-
sen’s parameters as suggested by Alkhalifah & Plessix (2014). Indeed, the scattering patterns of a
density perturbation (Tarantola 1986; Beller et al. 2018a) radiates energy both in the forward and
backward scattering regimes. This explains the broad reconstruction of density within the inclu-
sion and the short wavelength reconstruction of the inclusion at the top and bottom boundaries.
Therefore, waves scattered at intermediate scattering angles at the lateral boundaries cannot be
explained by density perturbations, and FWI tries to explain this signal by perturbating P-wave
velocities and anisotropic parameters. A possible workaround to overcome these trade-offs would
be to consider density normalized elastic parameters (Sieminski et al. 2007a; Rusmanugroho et al.
2017) which are closely related to the density/velocity parameterization.
Finally, it is interesting to note the similarity between the weak convergence of isotropic FWI
obtained when trying to reconstruct anisotropic models (Fig. 6) and the weak convergence of pre-
vious applications of FWI on real data. Indeed, in Wang et al. (2016) and Beller et al. (2018b),
misfit functions converged after a small number of iterations to reach a plateau, a typical behavior
that we observed when we tried to image an anisotropic target model wih isotropic FWI. Previ-
ously, this weak convergence on real datasets was mostly attributed to incoherent noise. In the
Earth’s upper-mantle, anisotropy is the rule (as testified by numerous shear-wave splitting and
surface-waves studies), and our results strongly advocate for moving from isotropic to anisotropic
FWI, even if our main interest lies on constraining the isotropic velocity models.
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Figure 17. FWI model for the TTI inclusion experiment using incident P-waves only.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new method to tackle the problem of three-dimensional imaging of upper-
mantle anisotropy from full-waveform inversion of teleseismic records. Our method follows a
two-step strategy. First, the 21 components of the elasticity tensors are inverted by FWI, using a
preconditioned quasi-Newton approach. Second, the recovered elasticity tensors obtained at each
node of the tomographic grid are analyzed to determine the orientation of the symmetry axes. Af-
ter rotating the elasticity tensor to find its expression in this intrinsic coordinate system, it is then
decomposed by projections to determine the contributions corresponding to the different symme-
try classes. From the hexagonal symmetry part, we can determine both the azimuth and dip of the
symmetry axis, and also the values of the generalized Thomsen’s parameters ǫ, δ and γ. Using
rather simple synthetic experiments, we have demonstrated the efficiency of our method to com-
pletely characterize seismic anisotropy at least for hexagonal media. We emphasized the key role
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Figure 18. FWI model for the TTI inclusion experiment using incident SKS-waves only.
play by the approximate Hessian to improve the convergence rate and properly recover seismic
anisotropy. Our study also emphasizes the importance of considering both P and S wave sources.
Finally, we have demonstrated that it is indeed possible to constrain the depth and lateral distri-
bution of anisotropy and, more remarkably, retrieve the orientation of elasticity tensors at depth,
from teleseismic P and S waveforms.
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APPENDIX A: TRICLINIC TENSOR DECOMPOSITION
The isotropic part (74.16%):
Ciso=


9 2 2 0 0 0
2 9 2 0 0 0
2 2 9 0 0 0
0 0 0 3.5 0 0
0 0 0 0 3.5 0
0 0 0 0 0 3.5


. (A.1)
Hexagonal part (2.1647 %):
Chex=


−0.38 −1.68 1.02 0 0 0
−1.68 −0.38 1.02 0 0 0
1.02 1.02 0.03 0 0 0
0 0 0 −0.14 0 0
0 0 0 0 −0.14 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.65


. (A.2)
Tetragonal part (0.1651 %):
Ctet=


−0.33 0.33 0 0 0 0
0.33 −0.33 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.33


. (A.3)
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Orthorhombic part (5.6265 %):
Cort=


−1.01 0 −2.67 0 0 0
0 1.01 2.67 0 0 0
−2.67 2.67 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.31 0 0
0 0 0 0 −0.31 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


. (A.4)
Monoclinic part (5.2492 %):
Cmon=


0 0 0 0 0 1.11
0 0 0 0 0 −1.40
0 0 0 0 0 −1.50
0 0 0 0 0.95 0
0 0 0 0.95 0 0
1.11 −1.40 −1.50 0 0 0


. (A.5)
Triclinic part (12.6335 %):
Ctri=


0 0 0 1.20 1.10 0
0 0 0 −0.21 −2.72 0
0 0 0 −1.41 −0.24 0
1.20 −0.21 −1.41 0 0 −0.58
1.10 −2.72 −0.24 0 0 1.54
0 0 0 −0.58 1.54 0


. (A.6)
Tensor’s natural coordinate system:


−0.23 0.29 0.92
0.95 0.26 0.15
−0.19 0.91 −0.34


. (A.7)
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